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A B S T R A C T

The cingulum bundle (CB) connects gray matter structures of the limbic system and as such has been implicated in the etiology of schizophrenia. There is growing evidence to suggest that the CB is actually comprised of a conglomeration of discrete sub-connections. The present study aimed to use Diffusion Tensor tractography to subdivide the CB into its constituent sub-connections, and to investigate the structural integrity of these sub-connections in patients with schizophrenia and matched healthy controls. Diffusion Tensor Imaging scans were acquired from 24 patients diagnosed with chronic schizophrenia and 26 matched healthy controls. Deterministic tractography was used in conjunction with FreeSurfer-based regions-of-interest to subdivide the CB into 5 sub-connections (I1 to I5). The patients with schizophrenia exhibited subnormal levels of FA in two cingulum sub-connections, specifically the fibers connecting the rostral and caudal anterior cingulate gyrus (I1) and the fibers connecting the isthmus of the cingulate with the parahippocampal cortex (I4). Furthermore, while FA in the I1 sub-connection was correlated with the severity of patients’ positive symptoms (specifically hallucinations and delusions), FA in the I4 sub-connection was related to the severity of patients’ negative symptoms (specifically affective flattening and anhedonia/asociality). These results support the notion that the CB is a conglomeration of structurally interconnected yet functionally distinct sub-connections, of which only a subset are abnormal in patients with schizophrenia. Furthermore, while acknowledging the fact that the present study only investigated the CB, these results suggest that the positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia may have distinct neurobiological underpinnings.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Introduction

It is notable that many of the cognitive processes known to be abnormal in patients with schizophrenia have been associated with the functioning of the limbic system, such as emotion regulation, emotion processing, self-monitoring, memory and attention. This observation has led to a number of theories that have emphasized the role of limbic system dysfunction in the etiology of schizophrenia, potentially via its role in the integration of cognition and emotion (Anticevic and Corlett, 2012; Coltheart, 2010), and/or sensory and cognitive gating (Bogerts et al., 1985; Grace, 2000).

The limbic system is a phylogenetically ancient neural system comprised of a number of structurally and functionally interconnected gray matter structures (Mega et al., 1997). While the boundaries of the limbic system are somewhat unclear, the limbic system is generally taken to include the anterior cingulate gyrus, involved in emotional processing and error-monitoring (Holroyd et al., 2004; Whalen et al., 2006), the posterior cingulate gyrus, involved in the evaluation of risk and
reward (McCoY and Platt, 2005; Vogt et al., 1992), the isthmus of the cingulate gyrus, involved in memory and pain processing (Nielsen et al., 2005), the parahippocampal cortex, involved in memory (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991), and the entorhinal cortex, involved in memory and spatial processing (Eustache et al., 2001; Frank et al., 2000).

The gray matter subcomponents of the limbic cortex are structurally connected with each other via a major white-matter fasciculus called the cingulum bundle (CB). Consistent with the suggestion that schizophrenia is underpinned by a disconnection between the neural processes of emotion, self-monitoring, memory and attention (Andreasen, 1999), abnormalities in the CB and limbic gray matter have consistently been observed in patients with schizophrenia, both directly via microscopy (Benes, 1993) and indirectly with structural MRI (Honea et al., 2005; Koo et al., 2008; Shenton et al., 1992) and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) (Fujiwara and Murai, 2007; Kubicki et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004).

Several histological studies of the rat (Jones et al., 2005), cat (Room and Groenewegen, 1986), and primate brain (Baleydiere and Mauguiere, 1980, 1985; Mufson and Pandya, 1984; Vogt and Pandya, 1987) suggest that the CB is not structurally homogenous but instead consists of a number of topographically and cytoarchitecturally distinct connections that connect adjacent structures of the limbic system. Given the diverse functions of the limbic system structures, it might be expected that the level of structural abnormality exhibited by schizophrenia patients could vary across the different CB sub-regions. Furthermore, a differential relationship might also be expected between patients’ clinical profiles and their degree of structural abnormality in the various CB sub-regions. To our knowledge, however, neither of these possibilities has been systematically investigated in the schizophrenia literature, possibly because of the technical difficulties associated with delineating the sub-connection of the CB, in vivo, with neuroimaging.

The present study used DTI in conjunction with a tractography-based protocol to delineate and to extract the subcomponents of the CB on the basis of their connectivity with a standardized set of limbic regions-of-interest (ROIs). The integrity of these CB subcomponents was quantified in a group of chronic schizophrenia patients and a matched group of healthy control participants on the basis of the well-established DTI metric of Fractional Anisotropy (FA). The relationship between FA and patients’ clinical symptoms was also investigated.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty-four male patients with chronic schizophrenia were recruited from the Veteran’s Affairs (VA) Boston Healthcare System, Brockton Division. The protocols for diagnosis and clinical evaluation have been described in detail elsewhere (Hirayasu et al., 1998; Salisbury et al., 2007). Patient diagnoses were based on the DSM-IV-TR criteria using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) (First et al., 1997), in conjunction with information from medical records. At the time of scanning, all schizophrenia patients were being administered second-generation antipsychotics. Patients’ medication history was assessed on the basis of a self-report and a review of the medical record. Patients’ clinical symptoms were assessed with the Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS; (Andreasen, 1984a)) and the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS; (Andreasen, 1984b)). The severity of patients’ clinical symptoms was quantified on the basis of their scores on the 4 subscales of the SAPS (hallucinations, delusions, bizarre behavior, positive formal thought disorder) and the 5 subscales of the SANS (affective flattening, aloxia, avolition—apathy, anhedonia—sociality, attention). All scales were administered within 2–3 weeks of MRI scanning.

Twenty-six healthy male control subjects were recruited through local newspaper advertisements. The control subjects did not exhibit any Axis I or Axis II psychiatric disorders (as assessed with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR for Non-patients (SCID-I/NP; First et al., 2002)), nor did they report having any first-degree relations with Axis I disorders.

All participants were screened for the following exclusion criteria: left-handedness (Oldfield, 1971), a history of seizures, head trauma with loss of consciousness, neurological disorder including epilepsy, drug or alcohol dependence within the past 5 years, and drug or alcohol abuse within the past year. The patients and healthy controls were matched for age, handedness, parental socio-economic status (Hollingshead, 1965) and estimated pre-morbid IQ which was calculated on the basis of the Wide-Range Achievement Test (WRAT-3; (Wilkinson, 1993)) — see Table 1. This study was approved by the local Institutional Review Board: VA Boston Healthcare System, Harvard Medical School and Partners Healthcare System. Prior to participation in this study, all participants submitted written informed consent.

2.2. Data acquisition and processing

2.2.1. MRI acquisition and processing

Structural MRIs were acquired on a 3-Tesla whole body MRI Echo speed system General Electric scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee) at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA. An eight channel coil was used in order to perform parallel imaging using ASSET (Array Spatial Sensitivity Encoding techniques, GE) with a SENSE-factor (speed-up) of 2. The structural MRI acquisition protocol was based on the following pulse sequence: contiguous spoiled gradient-recalled acquisition, T1-weighted, fastSPGR, TR = 7.4 ms, TE = 3 ms, TI = 600, 10 degree flip angle, 25.6 cm² field of view, and matrix = 256 × 256. The voxel dimensions were 1 × 1 × 1 mm. Images were manually realigned to the AC/PC line on the mid-sagittal slice.

2.2.2. DTI acquisition and processing

Diffusion-Weighted Images were acquired on the same scanner with the following parameters: TR = 17,000 ms, TE = 78 ms, FOV = 24 cm, 144 × 144 encoding steps, 1.7 mm slice thickness and 85 axial slices. Eight volumes were acquired at b-value 0 s/mm² and 51 volumes with diffusion weighting at b-value 900 s/mm² along non-collinear and non-coplanar directions. Each of the resulting 59 volumes was then filtered using a Rician Noise filter (Aja-Fernandez et al., 2008). Motion and eddy current correction was performed by co-registering each volume to the first b0 volume using an affine registration algorithm in FSL (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Diffusion Tensor Images (DTIs) were estimated from the Diffusion-Weighted Images in Slicer v2.8 (http://www.slicer.org), on the basis of a weighted-least-squares estimation.

2.2.3. Definition of the six limbic regions-of-interest using FreeSurfer

FreeSurfer (v4.2.0; http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) was used to parcellate each participant’s T1-weighted MRI into 34 neocortical regions (Fischl et al., 2004). Following an automated and manually-validated skull-stripping procedure, the cortical surface of each participant’s MRI was inflated into a sphere for the purpose of

| Table 1 | Demographic information for the 24 schizophrenia patients and 26 healthy control participants. Cells show the mean and standard deviation. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **SZ (n = 24)** | **HC (n = 26)** | **SZ vs HC** |
| **t-Value** | **p** | **t-Value** | **p** |
| **Age (years)** | 39.69 (9.80) | 37.38 (10.97) | 0.789 | 0.434 |
| **Gender** | | | | |
| Male | 100% | 100% | | |
| Female | | | | |
| **Education (years)** | 13.21 (1.81) | 15.34 (5.11) | 2.028 | 0.048 |
| **Parental SES** | 2.60 (1.56) | 2.30 (1.11) | 0.905 | 0.370 |
| **Pre-morbid IQ** | 98.43 (12.33) | 104.44 (13.01) | 1.221 | 0.232 |
| **Duration-of-illness (years)** | 17.39 (10.39) | | | |
| **Medication dosage (CPZ)** | 189 (280) | | | |
registering it to an atlas. These inflated representations were then segmented into 34 neocortical regions. Each participant’s FreeSurfer segmentation was co-registered to their DTI scan using both an affine registration and a non-linear deformation.

The sub-regions of the CB were identified on the basis of the gray matter regions they connected (see Fig. 1). The following six limbic gray-matter ROIs were extracted from each participant’s co-registered FreeSurfer label map: (1) Rostral Anterior Cingulate Gyrus (rACG), (2) Caudal Anterior Cingulate Gyrus (cACG), (3) Posterior Cingulate Gyrus (PCG), (4) Isthmus of Cingulate Gyrus (ICG), (5) Parahippocampal Cortex (PPH), (6) Entorhinal Cortex (ENT). In order to account for registration inaccuracies between each participant’s DTI and the six FreeSurfer label-maps, an automatic correction algorithm was developed based on previously described segmentation approaches (de Luis-Garcia and Alberola-Lopez, 2007; Paragios and Deriche, 2002). In a Bayesian setting, the tensor features (shape and orientation) were assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution, and a level set evolution was designed to maximize an energy functional related to the a posteriori frame partition; that is, we obtained the most likely segmentation given the image data and Gaussian model. For this application, the tensor orientation information was weighed with a higher factor, which enabled the boundaries of the CB to be accurately determined.

2.2.4. Tractography and extraction of the CB sub-connections

Each participant’s DTI underwent the following processing protocols in Slicer (v.2.8; http://www.slicer.org/):

1. Whole-brain tractography: Deterministic (streamline) tractography was performed from every putatively white matter voxel within each participant’s Fractional Anisotropy (FA) image (Whitford et al., 2011). Specifically, tractography was initiated from every voxel with an FA value of >0.1 and proceeded in 0.17 mm steps (step size) following the direction defined by the principal eigenvector at that voxel. Tractography was terminated as soon as the FA fell below 0.1 (the stopping criterion) and fibers shorter than 10 mm in length were discarded from the analysis. The basic procedure used for deterministic tractography has been described elsewhere (Whitford et al., 2011).

2. Extraction of CB subcomponents: The six FreeSurfer ROIs were used to extract five subcomponents of the CB from each participant’s whole-brain tractography image. The five sub-connections (i.e., I1 through I5, described below) were defined as follows:
   - I1 was defined as the fibers connecting the Rostral Anterior Cingulate Gyrus (rACG) with the Caudal Anterior Cingulate Gyrus (cACG).
   - I2 was defined as the fibers connecting the Caudal Anterior Cingulate Gyrus (cACG) and Posterior Cingulate Gyrus (PCG).
   - I3 was defined as the fibers connecting the Posterior Cingulate Gyrus (PCG) and the Isthmus of Cingulate Gyrus (ICG). ROIs.
   - I4 was defined as the fibers connecting the Isthmus of Cingulate Gyrus (ICG) and the Parahippocampal Cortex (PPH) ROIs.
   - I5 was defined as the fibers connecting the Parahippocampal Cortex (PPH) and the Entorhinal Cortex (ENT) ROIs.

Fig. 2, which was generated in Slicer 2.8, shows an in-vivo 3D-fiber reconstruction for the 5 CB sub-connections.

1. Calculation of Fractional Anisotropy: Mean Fractional Anisotropy (FA) was calculated for each of the five sub-connections. FA, which is a widely used metric of white-matter integrity, was calculated at every voxel in each participant’s DTI as per the protocol of Basser and colleagues (Basser et al., 1994). For each of the five sub-connections, mean FA was calculated for each participant by averaging the FA values of all voxels through which any of the fibers of a given sub-connection passed.

2.3. Data analysis

SPSS for Windows (v.17; www.spss.com) was used for the statistical analysis. An initial mixed-model Analysis-of-Variance (ANOVA) was used to investigate for groupwise differences in FA in the entire CB, with Group (schizophrenia vs. control) as the between-subjects factor. A primary analysis used a mixed-model ANOVA to investigate for groupwise differences in FA across the 5 sub-components of the CB. An initial analysis, Sub-connection (I1 through I5) and Hemisphere (left vs. right) were entered as within-subjects factors, and Group (schizophrenia vs. control) was entered as a between-subjects factor. Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were applied to all analyses where the assumption of sphericity was violated. Any significant main effects or interactions were explored further using post hoc independent samples t-tests. Pearson’s correlations were used to evaluate the relationship between the severity of patients’ clinical symptoms – as assessed by the 4 subscales of the SAPS and 5 subscales of the SANS – and FA in any sub-connection identified (by the post hoc t-tests) as being structurally abnormal in the patient group.
3. Results

The initial analysis of the entire CB revealed a significant main effect of Group (F(1, 48) = 5.109, p = .028), which indicated that the patients with schizophrenia exhibited FA reductions in the whole CB, relative to the healthy control participants. There was also a main effect of Hemisphere (F(1,48) = 29.092, p < .001), which indicated that FA in the left CB was higher than FA in the right CB, when collapsing across Group. No significant Group × Hemisphere interaction was observed (F(1,48) = 1.280, p = .263), which indicated that the main effect of Hemisphere (i.e., left CB having higher FA than right CB) was comparable across the schizophrenia and healthy control groups.

With regard to the primary (sub-regional) analysis, deterministic tractography failed to identify fibers for one or more of the 5 CB sub-connections for 4 schizophrenia patients and 7 healthy controls, and these participants were removed from the subsequent analysis. The sub-regional analysis revealed a significant main effect of Group (F(1,37) = 4.944, p = 0.032). Post hoc t-tests revealed that this main effect of Group was driven by the patients with schizophrenia having significantly lower levels of FA in right I1 (t(47) = 2.52, p = 0.015), and right I4 (t(40) = 2.46, p = 0.018) relative to the healthy controls — see Fig. 3. The ANOVA also revealed a significant main effect of Sub-connection (F(4,148) = 43.247, p < 0.001), which indicated that the five sub-connections differed in terms of their mean FA. As can be seen in Fig. 3, this main effect was caused by sub-connection I2 having a markedly higher mean FA than any of the other four sub-components. The Group × Sub-connection interaction was not significant (F(4,148) = 1.142, p = .322), which indicated that the main effect of Sub-connection (i.e., I2 having higher FA than the other sub-connections) did not differ between the schizophrenia and healthy control groups. There was a significant main effect of Hemisphere (F(1,37) = 238.494, p < .001), which reflected the sub-connections of the left CB having higher FA than the sub-connections of the right CB, collapsing across Group — see Fig. 3. The Group × Hemisphere interaction was not significant (F(1,37) = .361, p = .551), which indicated that the main effect of Hemisphere did not differ between the schizophrenia and healthy control groups. Finally, the Group × Hemisphere × Sub-connection interaction was also not significant (F(4,148) = 1.008, p = .375).

The FA of the two sub-connections in which the patients exhibited FA reductions relative to the healthy controls – namely right I1 and right I4 – was correlated with patients’ scores on the 4 subscales of the SAPS (hallucinations, delusions, bizarre behavior, and positive formal thought disorder) and the 5 subscales of the SANS (affective flattening, alogia, avolition–apathy,anhedonia–asociality, and attention). Notably, there was a marked dissociation between the two sub-connections of interest in the nature of the observed correlations with clinical symptoms. More specifically, the right I1 sub-connection was observed to be significantly negatively correlated with the hallucinations subscale of the SAPS (r(24) = –.485, p = .014), with a trend towards a negative correlation with the delusions subscale of the SAPS (r(24) = –.356, p = .081). The correlation with hallucinations remained statistically significant when controlling for patients’ CPZ-equivalent medication dosage (partial r(15) = –.483, p = .049), while the correlation with delusions changed from a trend to being statistically significant when controlling for CPZ-medication dosage (partial r(15) = -.503, p = .04). In contrast to the correlations with positive symptoms observed in I1, the right I4 sub-connection was significantly negatively correlated with two subscales of the SANS, namely affective flattening (r(20) = –.461, p = 0.041), and anhedonia/asociality (r(20) = –.588, p = .006). Both of these correlations remained statistically significant when controlling for patients’ CPZ-equivalent medication dosage.

Fig. 3. Between-group differences in FA in the five CB sub-connections (I1 through I5). Schizophrenia patients are shown as red triangles and control participants are shown as blue circles. The black bars represent the group means. *p < .05.
(affective flattening: partial r(16) = −.512, p = .03; anhedonia/asociality r(16) = −.539, p = .021). Scatterplots illustrating the significant correlations between patients FA in the two affected CB-subregions (i.e., right I1 and right I4) and the severity of their clinical symptoms, both positive and negative (as assessed with the subscales of the SAPS and SANS) are presented in Fig. 4.

4. Discussion

The primary aim of the present study was to use Diffusion Tensor tractography to subdivide the cingulum bundle into its constituent sub-connections, and to compare the structural integrity of these sub-connections between patients with schizophrenia and matched healthy controls. Of the 5 identified CB sub-connections, only two were identified as being structurally abnormal in patients diagnosed with schizophrenia: specifically, the fibers connecting the rostral and caudal portions of the anterior cingulate gyrus (right I1), and the fibers connecting the isthmus of the cingulate gyrus with the parahippocampal cortex (right I4). There was a marked difference in the nature of the clinical correlations for each of these two affected sub-connections. Specifically, while the right I1 sub-connection was correlated with the severity of patients’ positive symptoms, the right I4 sub-connection was correlated with the severity of patients’ negative symptoms.

While numerous previous studies have observed FA abnormalities in schizophrenia patients in the CB as a whole (Fujiwara and Murai, 2007; Kubicki et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004), there is growing evidence to suggest that not all CB sub-regions are equally affected in the disorder. For example, Fujiwara and Murai (2007) used tractography in conjunction with manually-defined ROIs to distinguish between the anterior and posterior cingulum bundles, and found that while patients with chronic schizophrenia exhibited significant FA reductions in both the anterior and posterior cingula (relative to controls), these FA reductions were more severe in the anterior cingulum and particularly the right hemisphere — consistent with the results of the present study. Similarly, Takei et al. (2009) used a similar approach to segment the CB into the pregenual and dorsal CB and found that while schizophrenia patients showed reduced integrity in both segments, the integrity of patients’ dorsal CB, but not their pregenual CB, was associated with their performance on a Stroop task, suggesting a functional specialization within the CB. More recently, Abdul-Rahman, Qui and Sim (Abdul-Rahman et al., 2011) used a more automated tractography-based approach to segment the CB into 4 sub-regions and found that patients with chronic schizophrenia exhibited FA reductions in the right ‘anterior cingulum’: a region that encompasses our I1 CB sub-division. Thus there is growing evidence that the CB consists of several functionally discrete sub-fascicles, and that not all CB sub-components are equally affected in schizophrenia.

The results of the present study indicated that the schizophrenia patients exhibited structural abnormalities in two discrete sub-fascicles in the CB. The first of the affected sub-fascicles, named by us as I1, consisted of fibers connecting the rostral and caudal regions of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). While the rostral ACC is believed to be involved in assessing the salience of emotional information and the regulation of emotional responses (Bissiere et al., 2008; Devinsky et al., 1995) – a role reflected in its connections with the amygdala, periaqueductal gray, nucleus accumbens, and hypothalamus – the caudal ACC is believed to play more of a cognitive role, as reflected in its functional activity during memory and executive functioning tasks...
and its connections with the prefrontal cortex (Bush et al., 2000). In addition to these FA reductions, patients’ FA in sub-fascicle I1 was found to be significantly negatively correlated with the severity of their positive symptoms — specifically, hallucinations and delusions. In light of the aforementioned roles of the rostral and caudal ACC, this finding is consistent with the idea that the psychotic symptoms of schizophrenia ultimately arise from an abnormal interaction between cognition and emotion, such as has been suggested previously (Anticevic and Corlett, 2012; Coltheart, 2010).

The second affected CB sub-connection, named by us as I4, consisted of fibers connecting the isthmus of the cingulate gyrus with the parahippocampal cortex. Both of these brain regions are believed to be involved in memory formation and retrieval. The parahippocampal cortex is known to play an important role in the encoding and retrieval of long-term memories, particularly declarative memories (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991). While the functions of the isthmus are less well understood, it is also believed to play a role in memory, particularly spatial memory. For example, there is evidence to suggest that damage to the isthmus can result in topographical disorientation, which is an inability to navigate familiar surroundings (Katayama et al., 1999). In light of the aforementioned role of the rostral and caudal ACC, this finding is consistent with the idea that the psychotic symptoms of schizophrenia ultimately arise from an abnormal interaction between cognition and emotion, such as has been suggested previously (Anticevic and Corlett, 2012; Coltheart, 2010).

In conclusion, this study used deterministic fiber tractography in conjunction with Diffusion Tensor Imaging to subdivide the cingulum bundle into structurally discrete sub-connections and to compare the FA of these sub-connections between patients with chronic schizophrenia and matched healthy controls. The schizophrenia patients exhibited sub-normal levels of FA in two CB sub-connections — specifically the fibers connecting the rostral and caudal anterior cingulate gyri (I1) and the fibers connecting the isthmus of the cingulate with the parahippocampal cortex (I4). Notably, FA in I1 was correlated with the severity of patients’ positive symptoms but not their negative symptoms, while the reverse pattern of correlation was observed in I4, suggesting that the positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia may be underpinned by white matter abnormalities that are, to some extent, structurally and functionally distinct. However, it must be emphasized that the present study only investigated a single fiber bundle — the cingulum — and thus any attempt to generalize the results of the observed correlations should be treated with the utmost caution until the results are replicated.

The notion that the CB is actually a conglomeration of structurally and functionally distinct sub-fascicles — as opposed to a homogenous fiber bundle — is supported by numerous in vitro studies from the animal literature, many of which have employed anterograde and retrograde tracing techniques to directly visualize the axonal connections between the gray matter structures of the limbic system (Baleydier and Mauguiere, 1980, 1985; Morecraft et al., 2004, 2012; Pandya and Seltzer, 1982; Vogt and Pandya, 1987; Vogt and Pandya, 1979). While the actual number of CB sub-fascicles has not been definitively established, previous research from the animal literature suggests that the true number is likely to be higher than the five sub-connections extracted in the present study. For example, Jones et al. (2005) used anterograde tracing to explore the patterns of fiber connection within the rat cingulate cortex and found it could be sub-divided into at least 13 discrete sub-regions on the basis of the cytoarchitectonic characteristics of the tissue and the distinctive patterns of axonal projection. While the relatively coarse spatial resolution currently afforded by DTI, combined with the difficulties inherent in registering pre-defined regions-of-interest to variably shaped MR images clearly poses a major challenge for the correct and complete segmentation of the CB on the basis of DTI, recent advances in neuroimaging — such as evinced by the recent publication of MR sequences capable of imaging the laminar structure of the cortex (Duyan et al., 2007) — suggest that achieving this aim may become a realistic possibility in the not too distant future.

There were at least four limitations of the present study. The first limitation is that all of the patients diagnosed with schizophrenia were taking antipsychotic medication at the time of scanning, and generally had been ill for several years. While both observed correlations remained statistically significant when controlling for patients’ CPZ-equivalent medication dosages, the possibility that antipsychotic exposure underpinned patients’ structural brain abnormalities cannot be discounted. Secondly, all of the participants in this study were male. While this is in some ways advantageous — for example, in terms of minimizing the between-subject variability in brain structure — it clearly limits the generalizability of the results. Thirdly, the present study only investigated the structural connections between the cortical components of the limbic system. Connections between the sub-cortical components of the limbic system (such as the mammillary bodies and amygdala) were not investigated, primarily because of the difficulties associated with reliably tracking sub-thalamic fibers. We hope to address this limitation in future studies with the aid of novel tractographic methods such as multi-tensor tractography (Malcolm et al., 2009). Fourthly, it must be acknowledged that our sub-division of the CB into 5 sub-components was at least somewhat arbitrary. While our CB was designed to loosely map onto the schema of Jones et al. (2005) (who distinguished between 6 ‘global’ subcomponents) they were primarily selected because of the fact that they were reliably definable on the basis of an established and replicable procedure (i.e., FreeSurfer ROIs). While it may have been possible to more closely match Jones et al.’s (2005) schema by using manually-defined ROIs, the fact that this schema was used to describe the rat brain and the absence of any reliable and established anatomical landmarks for these CB subdivisions in humans made this approach unfeasible for the present study.
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